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The Indigo Girls’ song “Go” includes these lyrics:
Grandma was a suﬀragette
Blacklisted for her publication
Blacklisted for my generation
Those lines have stuck with me ever since I first heard that song more than two
decades ago. I find that reminder to be so powerful: invoking the memory of radical
forebears who came before us—as suﬀragists, as abolitionists, as social justice
activists for so many other causes—who together passed on to us a world with more
justice and equity than the world they inherited.
As the Torah reminds us, “We live in cities that we did not build. We drink
from wells we did not dig. We sit in the shade of trees we did not
plant” (Deuteronomy 6:10, adapted). Along these lines, as I’ve immersed myself in the
history of the women’s suﬀrage movement over the past few weeks, two particular
examples stood out to me:
First, in 1913, white organizers told Ida B. Wells-Barnett and other Black women
to walk at the back of the Woman Suﬀrage Procession in Washington, D.C. She rightly
refused, and instead walked as part of the main delegation. She marched that day,
however, not only for herself, but for the voting rights she would help win for her two
daughters. Her perseverance and determination also helped win voting rights that
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would be inherited by descendants she would never meet, such as her greatgranddaughter Michelle Duster, a proud voter today. In the words of a contemporary
paraphrase of those verses from the Torah, “We build on foundations we did not lay.
We warm ourselves by fires we did not light…. Together we can build across the
generations.” (Rev. Peter Raible).
Second, consider the photo in this article of Elizabeth Cady Stanton, her
daughter Harriot, and granddaughter Nora from 1892. All three generations fought for
the right to vote. And although Elizabeth Cady Stanton died in 1902—eighteen years
before women won the right to vote in this country—the story did not end with her
death; her daughter and granddaughter continued in her footsteps. And in 1920, when
the 19th Amendment did finally pass, her daughter was 64 years old, and would live to
vote for another two decades. Elizabeth’s granddaughter, in 1920, was only 37 years
old. She would live to vote another five decades until her death in 1971.
As with Ida B. Wells-Barnett, these three incredible women enfranchised not
only themselves, but also descendants they would never meet, including Elizabeth
Cady Stanton's great-great granddaughter Coline Jenkins, who today carries on her
family’s legacy as a women’s rights activist and elected legislator. Jenkins’ mother was
born one month prior to the passage of the 19th Amendment. So both she and Coline
have always had the right to vote for which their ancestors fought so hard to achieve
(Equal Means Equal). “We build on foundations we did not lay. We warm ourselves
by fires we did not light…. Together we can build across the generations.”
I could go on with many more examples, but the most important question before
us has already emerged: not only how should we celebrate and honor the social justice
victories of the past, but also how we should leverage the hard won freedoms we have
inherited in order to secure even more profound peace, liberty, and justice for ourselves
and for the generations that will follow us? We are called not only to learn history,
but to make the history that we will pass on to future generations.
In reflecting on the struggle for women’s suﬀrage in this country, it is evident that
the work of peace and justice so often stretches from generation to generation.
Although the story of first wave feminism ends with victory, it is tragic in the sense that
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almost all the founders of the women’s movement died before that wave crested.
Perhaps most prominently, Susan B. Anthony died in 1906, fourteen years before the
19th Amendment passed. And I find the story quite moving that as she lay dying her
final words listed her comrades in the struggle for gender justice: “She named the
women who had worked with her, as if in a roll-call.” After her death, her nurse said,
“Dear old soul rather hated to die. She wanted to live to gain just one more
victory” (DuBois 165). I love that.
Looking back over the span of decades, we now know what those 68 women
who signed the Declaration of Sentiments at the first women’s rights convention in
1848 could not know at the time. Of those 68 signers, only one women—Charlotte
Woodward Pierce, who was eighteen years old at the time—would live until 1920 when
she was able to celebrate both the passage of the 19th Amendment and her 91st
birthday (11).
We find ourselves now, yet a century later. This Tuesday will be the 100th
Anniversary of the ratification of the 19th Amendment: “The right of citizens of the
United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any
State on account of sex.” As the distinguished historian Ellen Carol DuBois has details
in her book Suﬀrage: Women’s Long Battle for the Vote, Enshrining those 28 words in
our U.S. Constitution has been described as a “75-year marathon”—spanning three
generations—from the first women’s rights convention in Seneca Falls, New York in
1848 to victory in 1920 (1).
When you hear of that place, Seneca Falls, some of you may recall that one of
the most memorable passages in President Obama’s Second Inaugural Address were
these words, which echo both the Declaration of Independence and the poignancy of
that inauguration, which happened on the weekend of Martin Luther King, Jr. Day:
We, the people, declare today that the most evident of truths –- that all of
us are created equal –- is the star that guides us still; just as it guided our
forebears through Seneca Falls, and Selma, and Stonewall; just as it
guided all those men and women, sung and unsung, who left footprints
along this great Mall, to hear a preacher say that we cannot walk alone; to
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hear a King proclaim that our individual freedom is inextricably bound to
the freedom of every soul on Earth.
Within that memorable passage, the part that most strongly resonated with me and
many others was our nation’s first black President inscribing into the annals of
American history the formulation “Seneca Falls, Selma, Stonewall.”
It would have been enough for President Obama to rest on the rich symbolism
of that day alone. It would have been enough for President Obama to rest on the
historic sweep from Jeﬀerson to Lincoln to King to himself. It would have been enough
to celebrate the re-election to the highest oﬃce in the land of an African-American
named Barack Hussein Obama. But President Obama’s alliterative allusion to “Seneca
Falls, Selma, and Stonewall” pointed beyond the significance embodied in his own
person to the larger intertwined tapestry of social justice movements in our country and
beyond. Dr. Melissa Harris-Perry, an African-American political scientist, pundit, and
Unitarian Universalist, described the importance this way, “When the president namechecked the watershed moments of the women’s rights, civil rights and LGBT
equality movements, he oﬀered a powerful moment of oﬃcial recognition.”
As many of you have heard me say before, the stories we tell matter. It matters
which stories we choose to tell. It matters how often we tell them, when and why. It
matters whose stories we are lifting up and embedding further into our collective
memory—and which stories we are passing over and allowing to be forgotten. In this
case, I love President Obama’s choice to highlight the struggles for gender justice,
racial justice, and LGBT equality as interwoven, interdependent strands in the great
struggle for collective liberation in which we all get free.
Certainly there are times when activists in these various struggles have been
forced into competition with one another, but there are also so many ways in which
various historical movements for social justice in this country continue to influence and
embolden one another. I only have time this morning to say a little more about the
intersections of racial justice and gender justice in the early women’s movement, but I
have a sermon planned for the winter in which I will focus much more fully on A Black
Women's History of the United States.
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In retrospect, it is significant to note that in 1848, at that first women’s rights
convention at Seneca Falls, the issue of whether their advocacy for women’s equality
should include the right to vote was surprisingly controversial. Of the eleven resolutions
in the Declaration of Sentiments being voted on that day, ten passed unanimously. The
resolution proposing the right to vote, however, almost failed. The voice that proved
decisive in helping pass that amendment was, ironically enough, a man’s voice— not
just any man’s, but the voice of Frederick Douglass, the formerly enslaved African
American who became one of our nation’s greatest orators, writers, and social
reformers. Douglass’s presence at that first women’s rights convention is significant not
only for racial equality, but also for gender equality (Tetrault 13).
At the same time, Douglass was clear that, if forced to choose, he supported
racial justice before gender justice. To him, the imminent threat of lynchings and other
acts of racial violence against African Americans made the movement for racial justice
the single most urgent priority (DeBoise 76). Some early feminists countered that their
support for gender justice was more important, because it would enfranchise literally
half of the country’s population. As it turned out, the reality of Jim Crow laws and racist
voter suppression meant that even when women were legally given the right to vote in
1920, in many states black men and women were regularly prevented from votingfor more than another four decades—until the passage of the 1965 Voting Rights
Act (Tetrault 193).
In a similar vein, and following the story of the women’s rights movement
beyond 1920, I highly recommend the mini-series Mrs. America, which is streaming
on Hulu. It powerfully depicts how the torch of women’s rights was picked up and
carried in the 1970s by second-wave feminists, including Gloria Steinem, Betty
Friedan, Shirley Chisholm, Bella Abzug, and so many more.
For now, as we find ourselves commemorating the 100th anniversary of
women’s suﬀrage at a time less than 80 days before the next presidential election, I
invite you to hear an excerpt from a recent poem titled "women’s voting rights at one
hundred (but who’s counting?)” by Evie Shockley, a Black female English professor
at Rutgers University. She writes:
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one vote is an opinion
with a quiet legal force ::
a barely audible beep
in the local traﬃc, & just
a plashless drop of mercury
in the national thermometer.
but a collectivity of votes
/a flock of votes, a pride of votes,
a murder of votes/ can really
make some noise.
***
one vote begets another
if you make a habit of it.
my mother started taking me
to the polls with her when i
was seven :: small, thrilled
to step in the booth, pull
the drab curtain hush-shut
behind us, & flip the levers
beside each name she pointed
to, the Xs clicking into view.
there, she called the shots….

one vote can be hard to keep
an eye on :: but several /a
colony of votes/ can’t scuttle
away unnoticed so easily. my
mother, veteran registrar for
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our majority black election
district, once found—after
much searching—two bags
of ballots /a litter of votes/
stuﬀed in a janitorial closet….
one vote was all fannie lou
hamer wanted. in 1962, when
her constitutional right was
over forty years old, she tried
to register. all she got for her
trouble was literacy tested, poll
taxed, fired, evicted, & shot
at. a year of grassroots activism
nearly planted her mississippi
freedom democratic party
in the national convention.
***
one vote per eligible voter
was all stacy abrams needed.
she nearly won the georgia
governor’s race in 2018 :: lost by
50,000 /an unkindness of votes/
to the man whose job was purg
maintaining the voter rolls.
days later, she rolled out plans
for getting voters a fair fight.
it’s been two years—& counting.
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As we near the 100th anniversary of women’s right to vote, let us remember that we are
lifted up “on the shoulders of giants,” many of whom were pathbreaking women. But
we are called not only to learn history—to honor and celebrate the victories of those
who came before us—but also to do as they did: to make history. Together, may we do
all that is in our power to create a better world for the generations to come: a world of
peace, liberty, and justice not merely for some, but for all.
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